
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL BAYERN 

EIN BLICK NACH BAYERN / A GLANCE AT BAVARIA 

EIN BLICK AUF ROTHENBURG OB DER TAUBER 
(A LOOK AT THE TOWN OF ROTHENBURG ABOVE THE TAUBER RIVER) 

Hauptwache (Main Guard) 

Music & Singing 

Military music played an important role during the thirty years war. Written sources prove that 

drums and flutes had a firm place in this t ime. This original war music was for acoustic command 

and signal transmission. It should also cheer up the own fighters and move the enemy in fear and 

terror. This high appreciation of war music was already taken in the early history of mankind. 

The landsknechts, as they were called for a campaign or a limited time recruited mercenaries, 

were subject to a strict order. In their formations, pipers and drummers were given a precisely 

defined space with clearly identified tasks. Around 1550 the continuously repeating five drum 

beats were already common in the German Landsknecht armies. These tones held the 

landsknechts in motion although they had not known about marching in lockstep in this time. 

There was already a kind of music that was used for the joy and relaxation. 

Drum Flute 
The 
drum 

flute 
had its 

big 

heyday 

in the late Middle Ages in the 

military where excellent 

sound quality and voice 

purity was not so important. 

The importance was the 

audibility of sounds over long 

distances and robust, non

sensitive instruments. Today 

the requirements for the 

instruments in the mil itary 

are similar. 

In fact, the drum flute is a 

simplified form of the Piccolo. 

The difference is that it has 

got only seven simple tone 

holes. 

Songs which were sung by soldiers without 

instrumental accompaniment were called marching 

songs. The singing melodies are often the trio of 

well-known military marches. There was also a 

variety of separate melodies. 

The purpose of these songs was to make marching 

easier for the soldiers because of the musical 

distraction. 

- . 

Drur:n 

The field drum was evolved out of the 

drum in the 15th century. It was a small 

wooden cylinder drum with two skins 

and several snares, which hung on a 

strap from the arm of the player and was 

played with one hand while the other 

hand played a flute. Because the sound was silent - the 

instrument had to be easy to carry and had to be so small -

people started to build bigger and louder drums in the 15th 

century, which were hit by side in order to use them for military 
purposes. 

The Larger drums were no longer hanging on forearm, but the 

drummer's shoulder or were tied to a belt around the waist of 

the player. While the small drum was still used as a folk 

instrument, the new bigger drum became the major instrument 

for the landsknechts and was named field drum or tenor drum. 

"Drums and flutes· formed the characteristic appearance of the 

common troops (while the "trumpets and timpani" represented 

the cavalry). The field drum was between 50 and 70 cm tall 

(some models even one meter) and approximately 50 cm wide. 
It was played with two strong sticks. 

The main task of the field drum was to send signals and to 
signal the marching rhythm. 


